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II

ACT ONE

FADE IN:
EXT. MEGAKAT CITY- CITY LIMITS- DUSK
OPENon a road sign: MEGAKAT CITYWELCOMESYOU. We HEARa super-charged
ROARfrom o.s., growing louder, approaching rapidly. As the ROARreaches Dolby
levels, the glare of HEADLIGHTSshine acrossthe face of the sign and
BAM! The sign is hit, spinning acrossthe road like a top. FOLLOWthe sign as it lands
face up on the road, a fat tire mark across it. TILT UPto see a strange HIGH-TECH
VEHICLE,half-tank, half-hovercraft, flying just above the road, tearing toward
Megakat City at incredible speed.
EXT. MEGAKAT HARBOR- WAREHOUSE- DUSK- MEANWHILE
PUSHIN on a warehouse in the seedy wharf district. Two expensive limos are parked
outside the building. Painted across its wide, garage-like shipping door are the words:
MERCURYTUNA, INC.
INT. WAREHOUSE- THAT MOMENT
INSIDEthe dimly lit warehouse, half a dozen mobsters, all wearing '30s gangland-style
wardrobe, have gathered to talk business. One of the thugs, FANGO, dressed like a
longshoreman, is working on a crate marked FRESHTUNA with a crowbar. The others
look on eagerly as he wo rks.
THE CRATE- CLOSE
As Fango PRIESOPENthe top. Inside we can only see straw packing material.
ANOTHERANGLE - THE MOBSTERS
They move in for a closer look, including CATSCRA
TCH, the boss. A burly kat with
expensive clothes and tastes, Catscratch reachesinto the crate, pulling out a PLASTIC
CATNIPBALL with a tiny bell attached.
FOLLOWCatscratch's hand as he brings the catnip ball up close to his face.
FANGO (VO)
Best catnip in Megakat City, Catscratch.
Pure Katmandu.
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Catscratch raisesa wary eyebrow at the ball. He TINKLESthe bell with a finger , and
suddenly his whole face brightens.
ANGLE BACK - THE MOBSTERS
Fango grins so wide he's baring his teeth.
FANGO
See? It's the good stuff.
EVERYONELAUGHS,satisfied with the product. Catscratch tinkles the bell with childlike delight, laughing hardily with the others.
EXT.WAREHOUSE- NIGHT
The METALLIKATEXPRESS
, the odd vehicle we saw earlier, GLIDESto a stop. Gull
wing doors lift open, and two figures step out of the vehicle: MOLLY, a tall, thin
woman with a tortured perm, and MACE, her husband, two heads shorter than her
and chewing on a huge cigar. Mace wears a double-breasted suit and Molly wears a
svelte Lauren Bacall-type dress with a slit up one leg. Both of them wear hats.
Vintage Hollywood gangster attire .
TWO ODD THINGS,though. When they step out of the vehicle, there is a METALLIC
SOUNDto their movements, and occasionaljerky movements to their heads, like
robots.
ALSO, there is a MECHANICALquality to both their voices. They may look like
ordinary Kat-gangsters, but as we will find out shortly, these two are ROBOTS.
MOLLY (METALLIC FILTER)
Where did you learn to drive? The
demolition derby?
MACE (METALLICFILTER)
So I ran a couple signals...
ON MOLLY - CLOSER
As she pulls a STOPSIGNoff the vehicle's bumper. Three more signs, a TRAFFIC
SIGNALand a MAILBOX (rural kind on a post) are also stuck there.
MOLLY
Five signals, and here they all are -- !
ON MACE - CLOSE
Mace reachesthrough th e driver's side window, pulling a device out of the vehicle.
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It's a MULTI-FUNCTION WEAPONS DEVICE, which fits over the hand and extends up to
the elbow. Mace gives Molly a look of annoyance.
MACE
Look, are we goin' in, or are we gonna
yammer?
He slides the device over his right hand , then gives it a twist, locking it on with a
CLICK.
ANGLE BACK - MACE AND MOLLY
They approach the warehouse's massive steel door. Mace aims the wrist weapon at
the door , MELTING it with a powerful LASER BEAM.
INT. WAREHOUSE - THE MOBSTERS- THAT MOMENT
The mobsters turn in surprise to the action o.s., half a dozen paws reaching inside their
coats for (but not yet producing) weapons . Fango quickly shuts the crate lid.
CATSCRATCH
Who the--? What's going on!?
ANGLE - MACE AND MOLLY
They walk into the nervous room, moving into the light.
MACE
Sorry we're late, boys. Unavoidable
delay.
ON THE MOBSTERS - FAVORING CATSCRATCH
Their jaws drop, eyes open wide in disbelief.
CATSCRATCH
Mace ... ? Molly ... ? Is that you?
BACK TO MACE AND MOLLY
Molly smiles, glancing at Mace.
MOLLY
Oh, Mace, they remember us.
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MACE
(scowls)
They oughta! We useta run this mob!
EVERYONE- DOWN SHOT
The mobsters eye the two suspiciously, paws still inside their coats, close to their
(unseen) weapons. The air crackles with tension.
CATSCRATCH
We heard you drowned ... tryin' to bust
outta Alkatraz.
FANGO
And what's with them voices? How come
you guys sound so weird -- ?
MACE AND MOLLY - CLOSE
They pull off their face masks, revealing ROBOT faces underneath. These are silverplated versions of their flesh and blood faces, only with much less detail and red lights
for eyes.
MACE
It's not just our voices that have
changed, Fango.
MOLLY
We've had a complete makeover.
What do you think?
ANGLE - THE MOBSTERS
GASPING in horror .
ON CATSCRATCH - CLOSE
Catscratch stiffens, growing defiant.
into his operations .

He's not going to let these metallic ghosts cut

CATSCRATCH
I think you two shoulda stayed dead.
It's my mob now, and you guys ...
He whips a gun out of his coat.
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CATSCRATCH (CONTI
... are h 'st
I ory 11
..
Catscratch FIRESinto camera at Mace and Molly (o.s.).
ANGLE - MACE AND MOLLY
The gunfire has no apparent effect. Mace and Molly give each other a sly grin. Then
Mace raises his arm, turning on Catscratch, o.s., with an ELECTRICALBURST.
ON CATSCRATCH
Being HIT by the blast, flying backward into the crates of Tuna. From o.s., CURLS OF
SMOKE rise from Catscratch's (unseen) body.
ON MACE AND MOLLY
Mace laughs, lowering his weapon.

Molly smiles smugly next to him.

MACE
What a shockin' development!

(LAUGHS)

ANOTHER ANGLE - EVERYONE
Molly takes a step ahead, pointing at the other mobsters with a finger.
duck skittishly, afraid it may be a weapon.
MOLLY
The rest of you lugs listen up! The
Metallikats are running this city now!
And as soon as we finish some personal
business ...
MACE
... Like rubbing out that crud Mayor Manx ...
MOLLY
... we're going to tear up this town like a
scratching post!
The terrified mobsters shake their head s eagerly.
MOBSTERS(ad libs)
You're the boss!
Whatever you say!
We're withya, guys!
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ANGLE - MACE AND MOLLY
Mace steps forward now, standing alongside Molly.
MACE
Thanks for your confidence, creeps. But
traitors like you don't fit into our new
plans. Mo lly and I are our own gang now.
And we're dealing all of you out!

•

ON THE MOBSTERS
The mobsters exchange severe looks, quickly coming to a silent consensus. Suddenly,
they all turn in unison, pulling guns, FIRINGround after round into the o.s. robots.
MOBSTERS
Nuts to that!
BACK TO MACE AND MOLLY
But when the smoke clears, Mace and Molly are still standing. Their clothes are in
shreds, exposing METALLICBODIESunderneath, but the two are still very much alive.
Mace does not return fire this time. He only pulls the cigar from his mouth, and drops
it to the floor.
MACE
So long, losers.
And the two robots turn away, wa lking out of the light toward the melted doorway.
BACK TO THE MOBSTERS
Looking very confused. Then they hear a tiny BEEPINGfrom o.s. They move toward
the sound.
ON MACE'S CIGAR- FLOORLEVEL- CLOSE-UP
The BEEPINGis coming from Mace's cigar. A tiny FLASHINGREDLIGHTcan be seen
inside the end of the cigar. As the BEEP
ING becomes more rapid, and the light flashes
faster, we TILT UP TO REVEAL
The faces of the mobsters hunkering over it, abruptly realizing to their horror the cigar
is really a BOMB.
EXT.WAREHOUSE- LONGSHOT- NIGHT- NEXTMOMENT
We see the whole warehouse EXPLODEin a ball of f lames in b.g., as the Metallikats
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drive off, headed our way. We can just catch a glimpse of their metallic faces laughing
through the windshield as they pass by.
MACE/ MOLLY
(LAUGHING)
EXT. SKIESABOVE MEGAKAT CITY - TURBOKAT- NIGHT
We see the TURBOKATflying above the clouds.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR(MASKS OFF)
Where we find T-BONEand RAZOR,the SWAT Kats, belting out a song at the top of
their lungs.
T-BONE/ RAZOR(SINGING)
When evil rears its ugly head
And the wheels of justice fail
Here come the SWAT Kats to save the day
And whip that villain's tail!
The boys LAUGH, SLAPPAWS.
ONT-BONE - CLOSE
T-Bone notices something on his instrument panel. Suddenly, his demeanor turns
•
serious.
T-BONE
Hmm, Thermal Sensor has detected an
explosion by the harbor ...
ON RAZOR- CLOSE
Now also concerned.
RAZOR
Better take a look .
EXT.TURBOKAT- NEXT MOMENT
The jet makes a hard right, flying away from us, banking into the clouds.
EXT. WHARF DISTRICT- TURBOKATFLYING ABOVE ROAD - MOMENTS LATER
The Turbokat, flying very low (no higher than 50 feet), f ollows a road toward the
burning warehouse. T-Bone GROANSaloud when he recognizes the building in b.g.
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T-BONE(VO)
Oh no -- it's the tuna factory! What a
waste!
ON RAZOR
Touching a button on his instrument panel.
RAZOR
Lowering the X-Ray Scope.
EXT.TURBOKAT- UNDERBELLY- X-RAYSCOPE
A door opens underneath the plane, and the X-Ray Scope lowers.
ANOTHERANGLE - TURBOKATAND METALLIKATEXPRESS
- NEXT MOMENT
Suddenly, the Metallikat Expressappears, ZOOMING right under the Turbokat . The
robot vehicle is tearing away from the fire, driving at very high speed, heading in the
opposite direction of the SWAT Kats.
EXT.TURBOKAT - COCKPIT
Both the boys see the hovercraft below them, craning their heads around for a better
look.
T-BONE
Yeow! What the heck was that?!
RAZOR
Whatever it was, it's going over two
hundred miles an hour!
T-BONE
No kiddin'. I'm goin' after it.
ON RAZOR- LOOKINGAT VIEW SCOPE
Razor nixes the idea, the X-Ray Viewer dramatically underlighting his face.
RAZOR
Negative, T-Bone. We've got other priorities.
EXT.WAREHOUSE- TURBOKAT- THAT MOMENT
As the jet flies over the warehouse, the X-Ray Scope sweeps the front of the building,
ACTUALLY LOOKINGTHROUGHthe wall.
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WAREHOUSEWALL - CLOSE
The X-Ray beam reveals SILHOUETTES
of the frantic mobsters trapped inside the
warehouse, flames roaring behind them.
RAZOR(VO)
The X-Ray Scope reveals activity inside
that burning building. We gotta help
them first.

•

ANGLE BACK - TURBOKATFLYINGOVERWAREHOUSE- NEXT MOMENT
The Turbokat flies over the warehouse, the flames licking perilously near the jet.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT
T-Bone and Razor, looking at the flames below. The flames cast an ORANGE GLOW
on the jet and their faces.
RAZOR
Put us in hover mode, T-Bone. I'm
going to try a Foam Bomb.
T-BONE
Roger that.
EXT.TURBOKAT- UNDERBELLY- FOAM BOMB
Another door opens underneath the plane, and a metal ball, the FOAM BOMB, drops
out.
EXT.WAREHOUSE- LONG SHOT
The Foam Bomb EXPLODESover the burning building, raining a BLUEFOAM over the
whole structure . It works; the foam is smothering the fire . The flames quickly retreat
to nothing.
EXT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT
Though the cockpit window , T-Bone views the scenewith satisfaction.
T-BONE
Fire's under control. Going in to help
casualties...
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EXT.OUTSIDEWAREHOUSE- LONG SHOT- THAT MOMENT
Just then, FIREENGINESand POLICECARSWAIL onto the scene, headed toward the
smoldering warehouse.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- TWO SHOT
T-Bone and Razor watch from above as the emergency forces (o.s.) arrive.
RAZOR
Looks like the cavalry has arrived.
T-BONE
Which is our cue to split. They can get
inside faster than us...
EXT.TURBOKAT - NEXT MOMENT
Hovering above the warehouse, the Turbokat's ENGINESabruptly FIRE,jetting the
SWAT Kats away from the scene.
EXT.WAREHOUSE- OUTSIDEMELTEDDOORWAY
LOW ANGLE of COMMANDER FERALemerging from his car, just in time to see the
Turbokat peeling away overhead. In the b.g., we see PARAMEDICShustling into the
smoking warehouse with gurneys.
FERAL
Ha! The SWAT Kats! I figured those
hoodlums had something to do with this!
ANOTHERAREA - CALLIE BRIGGS- MOMENTS LATER
She pulls up in her car. As she gets out, she seesFeral surrounded by the KATSEYE
NEWSTV crew, ANN GORA sticking a microphone in his face. (MODELS:Check ·T he
Giant Bacteria" for Ann Gora design.) Callie takes a deep breath, then walks toward
Feral and the TV crew.
ON FERALAND ANN GORA
Feral is really tearing into the SWAT Kats. Ann and the TV crew are loving it.
ANN GORA
-- And you say the SWAT Kats are
responsible for this fire, Commander
Feral. ..?
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FERAL
Absolutely. A lot of you out there may
co nsider the SWAT Kats to be heroes,
but I think this wanton destruction ...
(points to warehouse o.s.)
... proves what criminals these two
really are!
ON CALLIE
Rolling her eyes, exasperated by Feral's jeal ousy of the SWAT Kats.
PULL BACK as Ann Go ra suddenly pushes the microphone into Callie's face, briefly
startling her.
ANN GORA
Deputy Mayor Briggs, do you have
any comment on this ... ?
CALLIE
(regaining composure)
With all respect to Commander Feral,
I don't think he has a shred of evidence
to support his attack on the SWAT Kats.

•

ON FERAL - CLOSE-UP
Shooting an angry glare at Callie, o.s.
ANGLE - PARAMEDICS WITH GURNEY
Emerging from the smoking building, the paramedics wheel out one of the victims on
a gurney. On the gurney is Fango, singed but still alive. A CROWBAR is twisted
around his neck by the force of the explosion.
ON FERAL AND THE OTHERS
Gathering around the gurney.

Feral recognizes Fango, even under a thick coat of soot.

FERAL
Fango. Up to your neck in trouble
again, I see.
ANOTHER ANGLE - FERAL AND FANGO
Feral grabs Fango by the shirt, grilling the suspect for the benefit of the TV camera.
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FERAL(COND
Talk to me, you creep! What's happened
here? Did the SWAT Kats do this?
(Ann Gora's microphone moves between Feral and Fango during this.)
ON FANGO - OVER FERAL'SSHOULDER
Fango COUGHS UP a puff of smoke.
FANGO
(Cough) It wasn't the SWAT Kats!
It was Mace and Molly Mange -they did it!
FERAL
You're craz.y. Mace and Molly have been
dead for months!
FANGO
No, no! They ain't dead! They're some
kinda robots now! Callin' themselves
·The Metallikats· ! They're back from
the dead to get revenge! And Mayor
Manx is next on their list!
FERAL - CALLIE - ANN GORA
Feral raises a quizzical eyebrow.
FERAL
Mayor Manx? Why him?
Ann Gora pipes up, moving her microphone toward Callie.
ANN GORA (to Callie)
Didn't the Mayor deny their parole,
Deputy Mayor ... ?
CALLIE
That's correct. If anybody deserved to
spend all of their nine lives in jail, it's
those two.
BACK TO FANGO
Giving Callie an urgent warning .
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FANGO
Then ya better tell the Mayor to find the
deepest hole he can find and stay there!
Bullets don't stop the Metallikats! Nothin'
stops 'em!
ON CALLIE- CLOSE
looking deeply concerned.
ANGLE BACK - FERALAND OTHERS
He waves the gurney on.
FERAL
Take this trash out of here.
The TV crew follows the gurney, briefly irritating Feral. He walks toward us, giving
Callie a condescending dig as he passes.
FERAL(COND
Don't worry your little head, Briggs.
The Enforcers will handle this situation.
MOVE IN on Callie, standing alone. She looks up, into the sky.
CALLIE
(to herself)
And if you can't, I know two heroes
who can...
TILT UP, into the night sky, as we
DISSOLVETO:

- BEAUTIFUL,SUNNY DAY
EXT.JAKE AND CHANCE'SGARAGE- ESTABLISHING
We HEAR CARTOONSOUND FX and Chance's raucous LAUGHTERbooming from
inside the garage. Sign outside of garage says:CLOSEDDUE TO WEATHER.
INT. GARAGE- TV SET- CLOSE-UP
On the screen, a "Fraidy Cat" cartoon is playing. Fraidy Kat (an emaciated, very
frightened cartoon cat) chasesabout a haunted house, opening a closet door , only to
find a GHOSTinside. Fraidy SHRIEKS in his trademark style. OVERTHIS,we hear
Chance's O.S. LAUGHTER.
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CHANCE (VO)
(LAUGHING UPROARIOUSLY)
ANGLE BACK-CHANCE
He's sitting on the couch, wat ching TV and loading up on sardine sandwiches and
milk. JAKE ENTERSwith the newspaper, pushing it in Chance's face. ·
JAKE
Have you seen the paper?
CHANCE
Hey! I'm tryin' to watch Fraidy Kat -it's an eighty hour marathon!
Jake glan ces at the TV, then turns back to Chance.
JAKE
It's about that fire we put out. Paper says
it was caused by a pair of robots called,
"The Metallikats ."
ON CHANCE
Pulling a fish skeleton out of his mouth .
CHANCE
Fine. Let Feral handle it. He's the hot shot
who wants us behind bars.
He pushes Jake and the paper aside.
CHANCE (COND
Now, if you don't mind , I'm trying to
watch Fraidy Cat.
TV SCREEN- CLOSE-UP
WE see Fraidy Kat opening another door to escape. There's a beautiful girl there
this time. Fraidy Kat SHRIEKSagain, and SLAMS the door . A HALF-BEAT, then Fraidy
does a TAKE into camera, as if to say, why the heck did I do THAT ?
As Chance guffaws o.s., JAKE'S fa ce MOVES INTO CAMERA, obscuring the TV.
JAKE
Says here the Mayor's in danger.
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CHANCE(VO)
Look -- watch what happens when Fraidy
Kat opens the closet again ...
Jake's head slides out of scene.
ONSCREEN,Fraidy Cat opens the same door , and inside we see the beautiful girl again.
But this time she hands Fraidy Kat a lit bomb. He SHRIEKS.
Jake's head slides back into scene, blocking the TV again.
JAKE
Callie could be in danger, too .
ON CHANCE
LAUGHING, then stopping abruptly. He peers at Jake (o.s.), giving him a serious look .
ANGLE BACK - JAKE AND CHANCE
And suddenly, WHOOSH! Food flies everywhere, and Chance is out of sight like a
comet.
ON JAKE
Brushing sardines off his coveralls.
ANOTHERANGLE - JAKE AND CHANCE- NEXTMOMENT
As Chance reappears, already in his SWAT Kat unif orm. Jake's jaw drops; he's
incredulous at Chance's speedy change.
CHANCE
Hey! C'mon, you slouch! We've got
work to do!
EXT.CITY HALL - ESTABLISHING- DAY - MEANWHILE
PUSHIN on th e tenth floor window, the office of Mayor Manx. (B.G. NOTE: Add an
unoccupied WINDOW WASHERSCAFFOLDone flo or above Manx's window.)
INT. CITY HALL - MAYOR'S OFFICE - MANX- CLOSE-UP
MAYOR MAN X looks int ensely INTO CAMERA, as if weighing some very important
matt er.
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MANX
(to himself)
There's too much at stake here.
I can't afford to fail. ..
He lowers his head solemnly.
PULLBACK TO REVEALManx putting golfballs across his office carpet. He's lining up
another shot at the Putt and Return situated at the other side of the room . A dozen
balls are scattered around the device.
MANX(CONn
Last ball, Manx. This one's for the game...
ON THE GOLFBALL
FOLLOWthe ball, traveling well acrossthe carpet, when a SHAPELYLEGdeliberately
steps in front of it. The ball TAPSto a stop.
BACK TO MANX
Frowning , looking up from the o.s. ball.
ON CALLIE- MANX'SP.O.V.
His eyes travel up the leg to see Callie, looking grim, holding up a newspaper. It's a
copy of the Megakat Times, its headline reading: RENEGADEROBOTSRUBOUT MOB.
A sub-heading reads: MAYOR MANXNEXTTARGET.
CALLIE
Mayor, you're in grave danger.
EXT.SKIESOVERMEGAKAT CITY- TURBOKAT- DAY
The SWAT Kats are airborne, flying above the clouds, headed toward City Hall.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR
A nearly INAUDIBLEVOICEcrackles over Razor's headset, gaining his interest.
RAZOR
Got an interesting emergency call
coming in, T-Bone. Try the police band.
ONT-BONE - CLOSE
He twists the channel on his radio, listening in on his headset.
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POLICECALL (VO) (FILTERED)
All available units -- armored vehicle
out of control Main and Central -please respond -T-BONEAND RAZOR
Big smiles cross their faces. It's time to go into action.
RAZOR(VO)
Could be the Metallikats . What do you
say, T-Bone?
T-BONE
I say, let's kick some robot tail!
EXT.TURBOKAT - NEXT MOMENT
The jet banks, veering down and away from camera.
- DAY
EXT. MEGAKAT CITY - CITY STREET- METALLIKATEXPRESS
FOLLOWthe Metallikat Expressas it barrels down the middle of the busy street,
SIDESWIPINGcars, ROLLINGOVERothers. Pedestriansjump out of the way, while
innocent drivers abandon their vehicles just before impact.
INT. METALLIKATEXPRESS
- MACE AND MOLLY
Mace is driving, LAUGHING maniacally, highly entertained by all this destruction. He
punches the HORN and yanks on an imaginary cord, pretending he's pulling on a train
whistle . (Mace and Molly have disposed of their shredded clothing by this time.
Their bodies are entirely metal now, wearing no clothes or hats.)
MACE
Choo choo! Make way for the Metallikat
Express! (LAUGHS)
Molly, on the passenger side, just wants to brain him.
MOLLY
Mace, you are the absolute worst driver in
history!
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MACE
(STILLLAUGHING)
I don't have to drive well in this little
runabout. Everyoneelse jumps out of
the way!
EXT.STREETLEVEL- THAT MOMENT
The Metallikat Expresskeeps CRUNCHINGour way, as the Turbokat appears from
behind, swooping low toward the vehicle. At the proper moment, the jet FIRESa
SHARKMISSILEat the hovercraft.
ANGLE ABOVE METALLIKATEXPRESS
As the Shark Missile BITESinto the top of the hovercraft, near the driver's side. The
missile has a steel cable attached to it, which extends up to the Turbokat .
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR
Smiling, giving a high five to each other .
T-BONE/ RAZOR
Got 'em!
INT. METALLIKATEXPRESS
- THAT MOMENT
Mace snarls, look ing up at the metal teeth of the Shark Missile sticking through the
car's rooftop.
MACE
Hey! What's goin' on??!
Molly reaches for the rear-view mirror.
REARVIEWMIRROR- CLOSE-UP
We see the Turbokat reflected there, keeping pace with the hovercraft.
MOLLY
It's the SWAT Kats!
MACE
Those pests! I'll teach 'em a lesson!
MOLLY
Careful, Mace! They're trouble!
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MACE
They don't know what trouble is!
EXT. METALLIKATEXPRESS
- ANGLEJUSTABOVECAR
~~(~

Mace reaches out the window, RIPPINGthe ~r
slowing the vehicle as he does.

missile off the top of the car, never
·

- MACE AND MOLLY
INT. METALLIKATEXPRESS
Mace ducks back inside the vehicle. He scansthe array of WEAPONSBUTTONSon the
dashboard. Molly looks on anxiously.
MACE
Let's see. Laser... depth charges...
missiles... eight-track player...
(shakeshead in disbelief)
Eight-track player?
MOLLY
Will you pick one already!

MACE
(devilish smile)
This one!
DASHBOARD- CLOSE-UP
Mace punches a button on the dashboard. The words, RELENTLESS
MISSILE,light up.
- NEXTMOMENT
EXT. METALLIKATEXPRESS
A rocket LAUNCHESfrom the back of the vehicle, heading directly for the Turbokat .
INT. TURBOKAT - THROUGHCOCKPIT- THAT MOMENT
OTSof T-Bone and Razor, watching the missiletearing straight for them .
RAZOR
Guesswe ticked him off.
ONT-BONE
Yanking back on the stick. The jet goes into a STEEPVERTICALCLIMB.
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T-BONE
Hang onto your stomach!
We're climbin' !
ON RAZOR
His face is turning a sickly green.
RAZOR
Just... glad ... I... skipped ... lunch ... !
EXT. SKY - TURBOKAT- THAT MOMENT
FOLLOWthe jet as it CLIMBSstraight up at ferocious speed. A BEAT. Then the missile
appears, hanging right on their tail and gaining.
T-BONE(VO)
You can forget about supper, too, if
we can't shake this missile!
FADE OUT.

END ACT ONE
ACT TWO
FADE IN:
EXT.SKIESHIGH ABOVE MEGAKAT CITY - TURBOKAT- DAY
Climbing, climbing, still trying to shake that bloody missile. But the rocket continues
to inch up on them.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR
Tracking the missile on his radar scope, counting down the distance.
RAZOR
Twenty meters and closing. Fifteen ...
T-BONE
It' s a heat-seeker -- it's staying right on
our engine exhaust. We can't outrun
it, but maybe we can outmaneuver it .
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EXT.TURBOKAT- MISSILEFOLLOWING- NEXTMOMENT
The Turbokat makes a dramatic backward loop, going into a steep dive. The missile
copies the jet's movements exactly.
ANOTHERANGLE - TURBOKATAND MISSILE
The Turbokat banks suddenly sharp to the right, trying to loop around behind the
missile. But it's useless. The missile mirrors the jet's every maneuver.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR
Razor cranes his head around, watching the missile closing the gap.
RAZOR
It's like trying to lose your own shadow...
T-BONE
Yeah, only this shadow's carrying high
explosives!
EXT.TURBOKAT - ANOTHERANGLE
The Turbokat ZOOMS past camera at supersonic speed, followed immediately by the
missile.
EXT.CITY HALL - COURTYARDOUTSIDEENTRANCE- DAY
The police have formed a line of ARMED TROOPSstanding abreast in front of the
building's entrance. The troops are armed with machine-guns. Feral himself stands in
front of the line, holding a bazooka.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE-AT THEWINDOW- MANX AND CALLIE- MEANWHILE
Looking out the window, Callie and Manx anxiously watch the activity below.
THEIRP.O.V. OF THE SCENEBELOW
Looking down ten floors to the courtyard below, they seethe Metallikat Expresshover
to a stop just short of the police line.
BACKTO THE WINDOW
Manx turns to Callie nervously.
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MANX
Feral will hold them . I mean, nobody's
better than Feral, right?
Callie looks dubious.
CALLIE
Let's hope so, Mayor.
INT. METALLIKAT EXPRESS- MACE AND MOLLY - MEANWHILE
Inside the vehicle, Mace and Molly are arguing non -stop as they both slip MultiFunction Weapons over their hands (Mace right hand; Molly
left). Through the
car's windshield, we can just make out the line of police in front of them.

=

=

MACE
So sue me! How was I supposed to
know that was your sister's car back there!

MOLLY
You've always hated my side of the family!
Sometimes I don't even know why I married
you!
MACE
Certainly is a mystery to me.
EXT. CITY HALL COURTYARD - FERAL AND POLICE
Edgy, nervous, waiting. Feral's stance is arrogant but effective.
without turning to look at them.

He talks to his troops

FERAL
Wait for the order, men ...
INT. METALLIKAT EXPRESS- MACE AND MOLLY - MEANWHILE
They TWIST the wrist weapons, locking them with an audible CLICK.
MACE
Ready?
MOLLY
Ready.
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EXT.CITY HALL COURTYARD- METALLIKATEXPRESS
- NEXTMOMENT
The vehicle's gull wing doors lift open, and Mace and Molly step out to face the police.
ON FERALAND TROOPS
Feral stands firm, like Heimdal! guarding the Rainbow Bridge.
FERAL
Mace and Molly Mange, you're under
arrest! Surrender or we'll fire!
In sharp unison, the entire line of police behind Feral aim their weapons at the o.s.
robots.
ON MACE AND MOLLY
Walking slowly ahead, something like smug smiles on their steel faces.
MACE
Knock yerself out, Commander.

BACKTO FERALAND TROOPS
Feral gives his troops the command to open fire .
. FERAL
(to troops)
Fire!
POLICEAND ROBOTS- LONG SHOT
The police OPENFIREon the robots as they advance, but they hardly seem to notice.
MACE AND MOLLY
Walking ahead, the bullets bouncing harmlesslyoff their metal bodies.
ON FERAL
Raisingthe bazooka to his shoulder and FIRING.
MACE AND MOLLY
Mace is SLAMMED in the chest by the bazooka shell, causing him to stagger backward
a bit. Then he moves forward again, alongside Molly.
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ANOT HER ANGLE - MACE AND FERAL
Mace grabs Feral, picking the Commander off his feet and throwing

him over his head .

FERAL
Stop! I order you to -- ugnnh!
ON FERAL
Landing on the hood of the Metallikat Express with a heavy THUNG!
POLICE AND ROBOTS - LONG SHOT
They wade into the police line , tossing the police around like ragdolls. Guns FIRE, the
police try their best, but they're no match for these steel monsters.
ON MACE AND MOLLY
The police defeated easily, the two robots look up toward the Mayor's window.
b .g. , we can see some of the the beaten cops limping away.

In the

MACE
The Mayor's on the tenth floor.
Take the inside route.
MOLLY
And what're you going to do?
MACE
I'm going up this way.
Mace lifts his weapon arm, FIRING an expandable GRAPPLING HOOK into the air.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - AT THE WINDOW - MANXAND CALLIE
They see the grappl ing hook fly right past their window .
EXT. ELEVENTH FLOOR SCAFFOLD - NEXT INSTANT
The grappling hook SNAGS onto the bottom of a WINDOW WASHER'S SCAFFOLD,
hanging one floor above the Mayor 's window .
INT. MAYOR' S OFFICE- AT THE WINDOW - MANXAND CALLIE
Both are alarmed by the steel cable now hanging right outs ide their window.
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MANX
Oh no! This can't be happening!
EXT.CITY HALL COURTYARD- MACE AND MOLLY
He pressesa stud on his wrist device, which PULLShim into the air, REELINGhim up
to the tenth floor .
·
MACE
(to Molly)
You still here?
MOLLY
I'm going! I'm going!
She turns, heading for the lobby.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE- AT WINDOW - MANXAND CALLIE
They watch in helpless horror as Mace is steadily reeled up the cable toward them.

MANX
We're done for! Nobody can stop
those machines!
Callie turns away from the window, pulling the SWAT Kat SIGNALDEVICEout of her
purse.
CALLIE
(to herself)
Except the SWAT Kats.
(half-beat)
I hope.
Out of view of the Mayor, she pushesthe SIGNALBUTION.
EXT.SKY - TURBOKATAND THE MISSILE
The Turbokat has just broken out of a cloud. And a moment later, yes, here comes the
missile.
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- RAZOR
He notices a red light on his instrument panel. It's the Distresssignal, accompanied by
an obnoxious BEEPING.
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RAZOR
Callie's calling, on the distress band.
T-BONE(VO)
Kinda busy right now. One crisis at a
time ...
ONT-BONE
Looking at his gauges.
T-BONE
Engines are overheating. Guessit's time
for Plan Z.
RAZOR(VO)
(moans)
Aw, T-Bone. I hate Plan Z.
T-BONE
No other choice, kiddo. Prepare for
engine shutdown.
T-Bone punches some controls on his panel.
EXT.TURBOKAT- ENGINES- CLOSE
The jet flames die out , turning black and cold.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- RAZOR
Razor punches a button on his own console.
RAZOR
Engines cold. Launching Decoy Missile.
EXT.TURBOKAT- UNDERWING
A Decoy missile FIRESahead of the jet.
TURBOKATAND BOTH MISSILES- LONG SHOT
The Turbokat makes a sharp left, getting out from between the pursuing missile and
the Decoy the boys just fired. This time, the pursuing missile follows the hotter object,
the Decoy Missile.
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INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- T-BONEAND RAZOR
SHOUTINGFORJOY as they see the enemy missile EXPLODEon impact with the Decoy.
ANOTHERANGLE - T-BONEAND RAZOR
Turning to his controls, the seriousnessreturns to his face.
RAZOR
Great job, T-Bone! What a team!
T-BONE
(frantically pushing buttons)
We're not out of the woods yet.
The engines won't restart.
EXT.SKIESHIGH ABOVE MEGAKAT HARBOR- TURBOKAT - FALLING
The Turbokat plunges to the earth.
RAZOR(VO)
This is why I hate Plan Z...
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- T-BONE
The onboard COMPUTERVOICEspeaks up as T-Bone punches every button in range.
COMPUTER(VO)
Pilot warning: This craft is in freefall.
Pleaserestart engines at once.
T-BONE
What the heck is that?
ON RAZOR
Looking sheepish.
RAZOR
Oh, that's the computer warning system
I installed. Just thought a vo ice warning
might help sometime -- in caseyou ever
fell asleep at the stick.
BACK TOT-BONE
Frantically work ing the controls to no effect . Through the canopy. we see clouds race
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past. We're going down fast.
COMPUTER(VO)
Repeat: Pilot warning. This craft is in
freefall. Please-T-BONE
Pleaseshut up! I'm doing everything I can!
EXT.TURBOKAT- ANGLE ABOVETHEJET
As it plunges rapidly to earth. We can HEARthe computer DRONINGas the craft
plummets.
COMPUTER(VO)
Repeat: Pilot warning -We hear a sudden, sharp SMASH (O.S.).
RAZOR(VO)
Aww, T-Bone. That wasn't necessary!
EXT. CITY HALL - MANXAND CALLIE'SP.O.V.OF MACE - DAY
We SEEMace rising up the cable toward the Mayor's office, heading our way.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE- AT WINDOW - MANX AND CALLIE
They duck their heads inside, closing and locking the window. Manx is terrified, and
decides to make a run for it.

MANX
(to Callie)
I don't know about you, but I'm
getting the heck out of here!
REVERSE
ANGLE
As Manx barrels out the door, but not before throwing his golfbag over his shoulder,
taking his precious clubs with him. Callie calls after him.
CALLIE
Mayor! Stop! The other robot's in
the building somewhere!
Too late. He's gone.
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EXT.SKIESABOVE MEGAKAT HARBOR- TURBOKAT- THAT MOMENT
The Turbokat is closing fast on the water. In seconds, it will slam into the bay.
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT
T-Bone continues to punch buttons, flip switches, anything to bring them out of this
fatal plunge.
RAZOR(VO)
We have to eject!
T-BONE
No way!
ON RAZOR
He has the top of his instrument panel open, poking at wires inside, holding a penlight
in his mouth .
RAZOR
T-Bone, forget the plane! Not worth it!
T-BONE(VO)
NO!!
RAZOR
(deep sigh)
How did I know you were going to say that--?
Razor returns to his wiring.
ONT-BONE
Every avenue exhausted, T-Bone reachesfor the ENGINERESTARTbutton one more
time.
T-BONE
C'mon, baby... you can do it. One tiny
miracle, that's all I ask...
ON THE ENGINERESTARTBUTTON
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EXT.TURBOKAT - ENGINES- NEXT MOMENT
A sudden flame flickers inside, and then BOOM! All three engines RESTARTat once.
EXT.TURBOKAT - NEARTHE WATER'SSURFACE
The jet pulls out of its deadly dive, spare feet before cracking into the·water. As the
jet skims over us, the plane's jetwash hits our camera with WATERSPOTS.
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- T-BONEand RAZOR
T-Bone howls, thoroughly overjoyed.
T-BONE
Hoohah! I thought we bought the big
litterbox for sure that time!
(gives instrument panel a big kiss)
But the Turbokat came through for us,
just like always!
ON RAZOR
A knowing smile on his face. In his hands he holds a pair of spliced wires.
RAZOR
Well, maybe not always. Sometimes
you gotta give her a helping hand.
Razor notices the red Distress light again, BEEPINGobnoxiously.
RAZOR(CONT)
T-Bone, it's Callie again ..
ANOTHERANGLE - T-BONEAND RAZOR
T-Bone puts Callie's voice on SPEAKER.
T-BONE
Hiya, Cal! What's the problem?
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE- CALLIE
She's talking into the SWAT commun icator in f.g., her back turned to the window.
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CALLIE
I'm in the Mayor's office, T-Bone. And
right now I could really, really use your
help!
Suddenly, Mace appears at the window, SMASHING it open with a metal claw. Brick
and glass fly everywhere. Callie turns, SCREAMING at his appearance :
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT - T-BONE AND RAZOR
Her screams ECHO inside the cockpit. The boys immediately snap to. T-Bone slams
down the throttle .
T-BONE
Mayor 's office.
RAZOR
Like pronto!
EXT. SKIESOVER MEGAKAT HARBOR - TURBOKAT - NEXT MOMENT
The jet banks sharply, turning back toward Megakat City.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - ON CALLIE - THAT MOMENT
She's picking up Manx 's putter .
ANGLE BACK - MACE AND CALLIE
As she SMACKS Mace on top of his head with the golf club. Mace isn't fazed.
MACE
Oh, please. I was just hit with a bazooka
shell. Did ya really think a putter was
gonna stop me ... ?
He pushes Callie aside, slamming her into a wall. She slides to the floor , unconscious .
INT. HALLWAY - ELEVATOR- MANX WAITING
Man x anxiously stabs the elevator button, urging on the slow-moving car.

MANX
C'mon!

C'mon !

The elevator doors ope n, and just as Manx is about to get aboard with his clubs, he
looks inside to see Molly standing there. Molly smiles at the Mayor , who slumps in
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hopelessness.
MOLLY
Mayor Manx! I was just looking for you.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE -ANGLE ON DOOR - MOMENTS LATER
As Molly appears at the door, carrying Manx by the scruff of his jacket. Mace, in f.g.,
turn to see them. Molly is still unconscious in the corner.
MACE
Well, well. Look what the kat
dragged in ...
Manx twists back and forth in Molly's grip.

MAYOR'SP.0.V . - OF CALLIE
He GASPS aloud when he sees Callie's still form in the corner.
BACK TO MANX
pleading for his life .

MANX
Please! I beg you! I'll make any deal ,
just don't hurt me!
ANOTHER ANGLE - ALL THREE
Molly holds the quaking Mayor up on his toes as Mace lectures him , jabbing a metal
finger at Manx's chest.
MACE
Too late, Mayor! You had your chance
to make a deal with us earlier, when we
offered you a fat bribe for our paroles.
But ya turned us down!

MANX
(pleading ignorance)
What bribe? What parole? I swear,
I don't know what you're talking
about!
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ON MOLLY
Over Mace's shoulder, we see Molly giving the Mayor a rough SHAKE.
MOLLY
(to Manx)
Why, you lying creep!
(to Mace)
Let me pull him apart, Mace.
MACE
Not yet.
MOLLY
C'mo n, Ma ce. You get all the fun .
MACE
I said, not yet!
ON MANX
doing some fast talking.

MANX
(pleading)
Mace ... Molly, please. Life's just dealt you
some bad cards, that's all. There are good
days and bad days.
(beat)
Why just this morning I hit two balls right
into the water! I felt bad, but I didn't
go around hurting people!
ON MACE - CLOSE-UP
His patience with Manx is wearing thin.
MACE
Shaddup, you! I'll tell ya about a coup la kats
who really had a bad day. And you better
lissen, 'cause there's a moral at the end ...
MOVE IN to an EXTREMECLOSE-UP of one of Mace's robotic eyes. A play of light and
shadow deep inside the mechanical lense begins to look like a faraway island ...
MACE (CONT)
It began two months ago, on Alkatraz Island ...
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RIPPLEDISSOLVETO:
FLASHBACK
EXT. ALKATRAZ ISLAND - ESTABLISHING SHOT - FOGGY NIGHT
The notorious island prison off the coast of Megakat City. Surrounded by impossible
walls, this is the end of the line for Megakat City's most hardened criminals.
ANGLE ON THE PRISONWALL - GUARD
An ARMED GUARD walks the wall.
far be low.

PAN DOWN from him to the shadowy cliff face

ANGLE ON CLIFF FACE - MACE AND MOLLY
They ' re climbing down a long, long rope fashioned of tied bedsheets. A SEARCHLIGHT
sweeps over them, forcing them to hug the rock wall. They're NORMAL KA TS here, not
robots yet, both of them dressed in PRISONGARB.
MOLLY
(whisper)
Ow , that's my foot you're stepping on!
MACE
(whisper)
Be quiet, you imbecile! Ya want us to
get caught?
The searchlight moves on . STAY on the pair , on ly SILHOUETTESnow, continuing their
climb down the cliff face.

MACE
You're positive you arranged for the boat?
MOLLY
Yes, I'm positive ! I told you that a
hundred times already . The boat will be
there!
ANGLE ON THE ROPEOF SHEETS- A LOOSE KNOT
It' s coming unraveled . OVER THIS we can still hear Mace and Molly bickering .
MA CE (VO)
Stop pullin' on the sheets!
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MOLLY (VO)
I'm ~ot doing it. Your stupid rope is
coming apart!
MACE (VO)
Uh oh. We're in for it -EXT. SLOPINGCLIFFFACE- MACE AND MOLLY
The two tumble the last fifty or so feet down the slopping cliff face to the rocky beach
below .
MACE (COND
-- NOOOOWWWW!!
ANOTHERANGLE - ROCKYBEACH- MACE AND MOLLY
Mace tumbles right into the boat with a heavy THUMP. Molly gathers herself up
groggily in _b .g. She looks at Mace.
MACE
OW!
MOLLY
Told you the boat would be here.
EXT.THE WATER- MACE AND MOLLY IN ROWBOAT- LONGSHOT- LATER
Rowing acrossthe still, fog-shrouded channel, Molly is at the oars as Mace tears off the
SERIALNUMBERon his shirt. Molly follows suit.
MACE
Okay, first we're gonna get the Mayor,
then Catscratch,then a coupla banks.
No, first Catscratch...
MOLLY
What about money and transportation?
MACE
Okay, okay! First a bank, then Catscratch...
MOLLY
We'd get there faster if you'd help to row! .
MACE AND MOLLY - CLOSER
Mace's ears perk up. He thinks he hearssomething o.s.
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Shaddup!

MACE
I hear somethin'.

MOLLY
Can't see a thing in this soup.
What do you hear?

•

MACE
I dunno ... like a ship or somethin' ...
Suddenly, a HUGE SHIP breaks out of the fog, b .g., bearing right for the tiny rowboat .
The ship BLARES a warning whistle, but the two haven't even time to SCREAM before
the ship SMASHES directly into them , cutting the boat in two.
EXT. SHORELINE - MORNING - LONG SHOT
The fog has lifted . We see Mace and Molly washed onto the beach , their clothes in
tatters .
MACE AND MOLLY - CLOSER
They look lifeless . HOLD a COUPLE BEATS on their bodies . We hear SEAGULLS, WAVES
LAPPING. Very quiet, very serene .
TWO METALLIC FEETenter the scene, standing over the bodies. Then two more metal
feet appear . TILT UP TO REVEALTWO ROBOT-KATS. They look at each other dumbly .
One tall, the ot her two heads shorter, the robots wa lk away from us, carrying the limp
forms of Mace and Molly. Other than their silver co loring, the robots closely resemble
normal Kats. Except for one big difference : both their heads are only metal posts will
robotic eyes attached. (MODELS NOTE: These robot bodies will eventually become the
bodies for Mace and Molly.) TILT UP from the robots TO REVEAL
EXT. FUTURISTICBEACHFRONT HOUSE - PROF. HACKLE'S HOUSE
A beautiful Frank Lloyd Wright-style house erected on stilts, set into the cliffsid e. The
home of reclusive genius PROF. HACKLE.
INT. PROF. HACKLE'S HOUSE - FRONT ROOM
The robots are met by the professor, a gentle, rumpled old man in a lab coat.
We detect in his voice a strong accent of vague or igin . A ided by a cane, Hackle
hobbles up to the robots. Hackle is charm ing , naive, and profoundly dotty .
HA CKLE
What have you found there, my childre n?
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Let me see.
Hackle looks at the bodies, touching their necks for a pulse. His expression turns grave.
HACKLE (CONT)
Quickly . Take them down to my
laboratory.

•

THE LAB DOOR - NEXT MOMENT
As both robots attempt to get through the door at the same time, getting nowhere
fast . This looks comical , like a Three Stooges bit.
ON HACKLE
He spots the vaudeville act o.s.
HACKLE
One at a time! One at a time!
Hackle GROANS, shakes his head pathetically.
HACKLE
Oh , my children . If you only had half
a brain between you ... you would be
something indeed .
INT. HACKLE'S LAB - DOWNSTAIRS - SHORTLY
This is a well-equipped, very large lab, containing state-of-the-art hardware . Mace and
Molly lay on two operating tables as Hackle examines them . The robots loom nearby,
watching, but empty of any thought processes.
HACKLE
These bodies are shattered beyond repair .
They haven't long to live .
(beat)
But perhaps ... I can still save their brains.
He looks up at his feeble -minded robots and smiles. The robots turn to each other,
giving each other a stupid look ..
INT. HA CKLE'S LAB - DAYS LATER- CLOSEON MOLLY
Molly is on the o perating table . Suddenly , her eyes snap open.
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MOLLY (METALLICVOICE)
I'm still ... alive!
Raising a hand to touch her face, she is shocked to see a SILVERCLAW where her
hand used to be. (VOICE NOTE:Use a METALLICFILTERfor Mace and Molly's voice
for the remainder of this FLASHBACKsequence.)
PULL BACK on Molly, as she sits bolt upright on the table, pulling off the sheet covering
the rest of her body. It's all metal, too. Only her face remains flesh-like.
MOLLY (CONn
What's wrong with my body--?!
(turning head)
Mace! Where are you?
Looking for Mace, her head inadvertently TWISTSAROUND 360 degrees.
ANOTHERANGLE - MACE AND MOLLY
He's sitting up on another table behind her.

MACE(METALLICVOICE)
Behind ya, Molly .
She turns to look at him. Mace is a robot, too, only his face is metallic as well. He holds
a plastic mask of his own face in his hand.
MOLLY
Mace... ! We're all silvery and weird.
What's happened to us?
MACE
I dunno, but I'm gonna wring the neck of
the guy who did this to us!
HACKLE(VO)
That would be my neck, young fellow.
ANOTHERANGLE- LONGSHOT
Hackle enters the lab, walking toward the confused pair. He takes the plastic mask from
Mace.
HACKLE(CONn
I think the masksare good likenesses.
Eventually I'll create full body suits for
you to wear. No sense scaring everybody
every time you go into public.
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ON MOLLY
She pulls off her own face mask, revealing robot features underneath. She GASPSat
the mask in horror.
ANOTHERANGLE - ALL THREE
Mace and Molly, sitting on individual operating tables, listen to Hackle.
MACE
Who are you? Why have you done this
to us?
HACKLE
My name is ProfessorHackle. Your
bodies were destroyed when my robo-kats
found you. The only way to saveyou was
to plant your brains inside my robots.
There was no time to ask permission.
MACE
We're robots? Ya turned us inta tin cans!?
ON HACKLE
putting the best light on this he can.
HACKLE
I know this is a shock, but I promise you
you have profited by this exchange. In
every way, you are faster, stronger, and
will live longer lives than you would have
had before.
(beat)
The only difference now is, your bodies
are steel instead of flesh.
ON MOLLY
Scared, lost. Trying to understand.
MOLLY
What about our brains... ? Isthere any
part of us left ?
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ON HACKLE - CLOSE
He fudges

here, scratching his whiskers nervously.
HACKLE
Yes and no. I've imprinted your memories
on an indestructible hard disk. You're
robots now, and much, much more.

ON MOLLY
Molly lo oks bewildered, and sad. She turns to Mace , o.s.
MOLLY
Mace, I don't like this .
ON MACE
But Mace, on the other hand, is kinda digging it. He flexes his steel arms.
MACE
I dunno. I think I could get to like this.
I've never felt so powerful! Like I could
rip apart this whole town with my
bare, um, claws.
HACKLE (VO)
Indeed you could, my boy. But fate has
delivered you to me for another reason.
ANGLE BACK - HACKLE AND ROBOTS
Hackle ushers them ou r way, taking them to the ot her side of the laboratory.
HACKLE (cont)
Come with me, yo u two. I want to show
you someth ing .
REVERSEANGLE - ALL THREE
The professor pulls the chain of an overhead light , revealing a table against one wall
filled with amazing weaponry. The WRIST WEAPON device we saw earlier is on it , as
well as a second version of the device, plus lasers, rockets, even Mace's EXPLODING
CIGAR.
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CLOSE ON THE THREE
Reacting with amazement as Hackle describes the items before them.
HACKLE
My whole life I have created such weapons
of destruction for the military. Laser
weapons ... electric blasters ... rockets ...
Mace picks up the cigar, which Hackle gently pulls away.
HACKLE (CONT)
Yes, even a real exploding cigar.
MACE
Hot stuff!
ANGLE BACK - HACKLE AND ROBOTS
Hackle turns off the light, turning the robots back toward their operating tables.
HACKLE
These days, however, I have turned my
efforts toward making a contribution to
katkind, rather than creating weapons to
destroy it.
BACK TO THE OPERATING TABLES
The robots hardly even realized they're being quietly coaxed back onto the tables as
Hackle talks.
HACKLE (CONT)
That is why you two are important.
As soon as you are healed, I will present
you both to the Scientific Academy.
ON HACKLE AND MACE
Hackle strokes Mace's metal skull lightly, easing him to a lying position. The professor's
voice is soothing, like a lullaby.
HACKLE
(softly)
Imagine the great minds that be saved
with this form of brain transplant!
You will become history!
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Mace smiles, but he's not sure why.
HACKLE (CONT)
(softly)
And history ... will forgive me.
ANGLE BACK - ALL THREE
Mace and Molly at rest on their separate tables.
HACKLE
Good night, my children. Sleep
well.
MOLLY
Good night.

MACE
Yeah, g'night, perfesser.
He turns off the light. We hear Hackle's footsteps walking away. Darkness for two beats.
Then the light comes on again. Mace's metal claw is holding the light chain, looking at
Molly, o.s.
MACE
What a sap that perfesser is! Imagine
leaving us alone to swipe all this loot!
ON MOLLY
A mischievous grin on her face.
MOLLY
There's one born every minute .
ON MACE - MOMENTS LATER
He's grabbing armfuls of weapons from the table across the room.

MACE
Hey, Molly! Where'd you go?
MOLLY (VO)
Hey, Mace! Look at this!
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OPPOSITEEND OF LAB - ANOTHER ROOM
Molly CLICKSON a light, and there is revealed the HOVERCRAFT,in all its war machine
glory. Mace walks up, his arms loaded with weapons. His jaw drops, awestruck
by the sight of the vehicle.
MACE
Cats alive! Transportation! Let's go to
town!
EXT. BEACHFRONTHOUSE- NIGHT
A BEAT, then BLAM ! the hovercraft CRASHESthrough a wa ll of the house, flying
toward us.

MACE/ MOLLY (VO)
Yeeeehaaaaahh!
RIPPLEDISSOLVETO:
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE- MACE - BACK TO PRESENT
The Mayor, still being held up by Molly, gives Mace a sickly laugh.

MANX
(nervous laugh)
Good story, but I'm afraid I missed
the moral.
ON MACE
He pokes the Mayor with his metal finger for emphasis.
MACE
The moral is, "Don't messwith the
Metallikats!"
EXT.SKIESOVERMEGAKAT CITY - TURBOKAT- THAT MOMENT
It TEARSthrough downtown, f lying above the street, headed toward City Hall. PAN
WITH the jet, banking a hard left, taking a sharp corner between buildin gs and
ZOOMING away from us.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE- CALLIE
She's rousing now, peering up angrily at the robots.
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CALLIE
Leave him alone, you metal morons!
He didn't turn down your parole ...
I did!
ON MACE - CLOSE
eyeing Callie suspiciously.

MACE
Who are you?
LONG SHOT - EVERYONE
Callie approaches, trying to appear more in charge than she feels.
CALLIE
Calico Briggs, Deputy Mayor. Manxhasn't
done an ounce of paperwork around here
for years. I turned your paroles down ,
bribes and all.
MOLLY
You? You let us rot inside that prison ... ?
CALLIE
That's right, sister. And I'd do it again in
a heartbeat .
ANOTHER ANGLE - MOLLY AND CALLIE
Tossing the Mayor aside, Molly snaps out with a metal claw, grabbing Callie by the
lapels. She picks Callie up off her feet, lifting her to the window, where she holds the
poor girl out at arm's length.
ON CALLIE - HER P.O.V. OF A TEN FLOOR DROP
Dangling ten floors up, only the steel claw at Call ie's neck is stopping her from falling.
She puts up a brave front, but really on ly trying to contain her panic.
CALLIE
You don't scare me, you brass bimbo!
MOLLY responds by casually releasing her grip, allowing Callie to fall.
UP ANGLE - MOLLY AND CALLIE
From the wrecked window, Molly calmly watches from b.g. as Callie fa·II to her doom .
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MOLLY
Remember to land on your feet,
Deputy Mayor! Hahahaaaa!
EXT. TURBOKAT - FLYING LOW OVERCITY -THAT MOMENT
The jet races for City Hall.
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- ON RAZOR
He looks up from his view scope.
RAZOR
Someone's just been pushed out the
Mayor's window.
Razor looks at the viewer again, then looks up, his face a mask of fear.
RAZOR
It's Callie.
PULLBACK FAST,to catch T-Bone's horrified reaction.
T-BONE
Callie!!
FADE OUT.

END ACT TWO

ACT THREE

FADE IN:
EXT. CITY HALL - CALLIE'SFALL- DAY
PAN WITH CALLIEas she plummets to the ground. Then, at the last possible moment,
a NETmagically surrounds Callie, breaking her fall.
ON CALLIE
Looking up from where she is dangling, Callie seesthe Turbokat has snagged her with
a Spider missile. The SWAT Kats give her a big grins through the jet's canopy.
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T-BONE
Hey, Cal! Need a lift?
CALLIE
(big sigh of relief)
It's about time, you guys! Catch you
on your lunch hour?
EXT. CITY HALL COURTYARD - TURBOKAT LANDED - MOMENTS LATER
Having lowered Callie safely to the ground, Razor helps her out of the net. Hanging
on his belt is a GLOVATRIX (MODELS: See Main Models for this gadget).
RAZOR
Careful, Ms. Briggs .
CALLIE
Thanks, Razor.
Abruptly , two ELECTRICBOLTS strike near them. Razor and Callie run toward the
building while Razor, giving a thumbs-up sign to Razor, hits the hoverjets, lifting
off. The Turbokat turns in mid-air, and flies off.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - AT WINDOW - MACE, MOLLY, MANX
Molly pulls her wrist weapon back through the wrecked window,
disappointed.

looking

MACE
Y'never could shoot for beans .
He pushes the Mayor into her arms.
MACE (CONT)
Think you can handle the Mayor
while I go after them?
STAY ON MOLLY as Mace exits o.s. She's mocking him.
MOLLY
Think you can handle him ... ?
Think you can handle him ... ?
INT. CITY HALL - LOBBY - RAZOR AND CALLIE
Razor jams the Glovatrix onto his hand, telling Callie to stay behind.
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RAZOR
I'm going to get the Mayor. You
stay here.
He runs o.s., leaving Call ie alone for a moment.

Then she hurries after him.

INT. HALLWAY - ELEVATOR - MACE WAITING
He's eagerly waiting for the floor counter above the elevator to reach 1O. As it does,
Mace slashes the LASER device on his wrist weapon across the width of the elevator
door, CUTIING the doors to pieces.
ON MACE - CLOSE-UP
smiling with satisfaction, as the elevator doors WHOOSH open. His expression quickly
sours.
REVERSEANGLE - MACE AND ELEVATOR
There's nobody inside the elevator.
THE HALLWAY - NEAR THE STAIRWAY - RAZOR
As Razor bursts through the door, rolling across the hall, FIRING his Glovatrix at
Mace o.s.
RAZOR
Right here, Mace!
ON MACE - CLOSE
Being hit in the chest by a SCRAMBLER rocket. It remains locked onto Mace,
pumping thousands of bolts of electricity into the robot. Mace looks startled and
scared, but as the voltage dies down, he realizes he was never in serious danger.
MACE
Hmph ! Guess we're better built
than I thought!
MACE AND RAZOR
Mace picks Razor off the floor by his Glovatrix, CRUSHING IT in his steel claw.
ON CALLIE
Unnoticed by either of the men, she emerges from the stairway, inching along the wall
toward something o.s.
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ON FIREHOSE- CLOSE
as Callie pulls it out, turning on the water pressure.
ON MACE
Tossing Razor down the hallway. He turns, and is hit smack in the face with water
from the firehose. Mace staggers back, then laughs.
MACE
(laughing)
Don't you know a rust-proof robot
when you see one?
Mace slaps the hose away, grabbing Callie.
ON RAZOR
Rising from the floor. The only weapon of any kind available is a tall lobby ashtray,
the kind with sand in it. He picks up the heavy object, and lopes toward Mace.
MACE AND RAZOR
~~--z..o('

As ij1aa SMASHES the ashtray across the back of Mace's head, a cloud of sand
materializing over the robot. Mace turns back to Razor, raising his wrist weapon at
him.
ON MACE - CLOSE
Attempting

to fire his weapon at Razor, but it doesn't work.
MACE
That ashtray ... the sand got inside
the parts ...

He flexes his steel arm , looking strangely at it.
MACE (CONT)
... Got inside my parts, too.
ON RAZOR AND CALLIE
Reacting to Mace, watching him warily.
INT. MAYOR 'S OFFICE - MOLLY AND MANX
She's holding Manx by the front of his shirt at the window as Mace stumbles through
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door. Molly turns to see.
ON MACE - CLOSE
His whole body trembles with ARCING ELECTRICITY
.
MACE
Molly, I don't feel so good ...
ON MOLLY
Pushing the Mayor aside, rushing toward Mace.
ON MACE - CLOSE
Suddenly, he EXPLODES, pieces of him flying everywhere.
ANOTHER ANGLE - MACE
His head hits the floor last, and one of his robotic eyes comes loose, rolling like a golf
ball right into the Mayor's Putt and Return cup. HALF A BEAT, then the eyeball is spit
back out by the machine.
ON MOLLY
First shock, then complete outrage, as she looks in horror at Mace's remains ..
MOLLY
Mace! They killed Mace ... !
She pivots, walking toward for the cringing Mayor in b.g. He holds up his hands in
surrender.

MANX
I didn't do it! It's not my fault.
ANGLE AT THE WRECKED WINDOW - BEHIND MAYOR
As the Turbokat appears at the window, T-Bone inside the cockpit waving the Mayor
to jump onto the wing of the plane .
T-BONE
Jump, Mayor! Jump on the wing!
The Mayor's trapped; Molly's between him and the door, but he's too frightened to
j ump onto the plane.
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ON MOLLY
Making the decis ion fo r him. She pus hes past the Mayor, rush in g toward t he window.
EXT. CITY HALL - TEN FLOORS UP - WRECKED W INDOW
Mo lly, in her rage, leaps out of the w ind ow, o nt o the j et.
EXT. TURBOKAT - MOLLY ON THE W ING
She lands on the w ing, tearing pieces of it away w ith her steel claws ..
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT - T-BONE
Alarmed at this unexpected tur n of eve nt s. This was not T-Bone's original plan.
T-BONE
(shout ing to Molly)
Hey. lady! Get off the darn jet!
T-Bone slams down th e throttle, causing a sudden, powerful ACCELERATION.
EXT. TURBOKAT - ON MOLLY - ON THE WING
She hangs on to the wing, anchored by her claws. She raises her weapo n hand,
aiming it at the cockp it.
EXT. COCKPIT - T-BONE
He sees her aiming the weapon, and quickly t ips the plane. She FIRES, missing him.
EXT. HIGH OVER MEGAKAT CITY - TURBOKAT - SPINNING
T-Bone throws the j et into a BARRELROLL, twisting through the air lik e a corkscrew,
but Molly hangs onto the wing with a death grip .
EXT. COURTYARD - RAZOR AND CALLIE
Staring into the sky, watching the battle above them .
INT. TURBOKAT - LEVELAGAIN
T-Bone sees Molly through the cockpit window, clawing her way toward them. A
moment more, and she'll smash through t he canopy.
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ONT-BONE
His hand inches toward the instrument panel.
T-BONE
Yes, my dear . Right this way. Come on in.
ANOTHER ANGLE - MOLLY AND T-BONE
He waits until she is right on top of them, her arm hauling back to crash through the
window.
ON T-BONE'S INSTRUMENTPANEL- CLOSE
He hits a button marked: CANOPY RELEASE.
EXT. TURBOKAT - NEXT MOMENT
The canopy BLOWS, slamming into Molly, who loses her grip.
ON MOLLY
Tumbling across the top of the plane, REACHINGOUT at the last minute to snag one
of the jet's engines with a claw .
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- T-BONE
T-Bone cranes his neck around to see Molly hanging on. He moans aloud.
T-BONE
(MOAN)
Lady, will you please get off my
airplane!.
INT. TURBOKAT- COCKPIT- OTSOFT-BONE - SEEINGBUSINESSBUILDINGAHEAD
T-Bone takes the jet down, heading for the building.
EXT.TURBOKAT- HEADEDSTRAIGHTFORBUILDING
It looks like his plan is to smash into the building as a last resort.
ON MOLLY - CLOSE
Her eyes widening with fear as she seesthe building approaching.
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EXT.TURBOKAT - NEXT INSTANT
As it suddenly gains altitude, skimming very close to the top of the building The
action finally SCRAPESMolly off the plane.
·
INT. TURBOKAT - COCKPIT- T-BONE
He watches Molly as she falls hundreds of feet to the pavement below .
EXT. STREETLEVEL- MOMENTS LATER
Molly slams violently onto the street, SMASHINGto pieces.
EXT. CITY HALL - COURTYARD- LATER
- FERAL
THE METALLIKAT EXPRESS
Wearing an arm sling, he supervisesthe towing away of the robot's vehicle.
ANOTHER AREA OF THE COURTYARD- THETURBOKAT- MEANWHILE
The SWAT Kats take their leave, waving to Callie and Manx as their jet hovers vertically
and zooms off. Callie has Mace's robot head in her hands.

MANX
(waving)
Thanks, SWAT Kats! Don't forget about
SWAT Kat Day!
ON CALLIEAND MANX - CLOSER
Callie raisesan eyebrow at Manx.
CALLIE
Are you really going to have a SWAT Kat
Day... ?

MANX
Don't be ridiculous. How would it look if
I threw a parade for a couple vigilantes?
I was just being polite.
(looks at robot head)
What are you going to do with that?
CALLIE
Well, I know of a pretty good salvage yard.
Maybe they can find someone who'll put
such advanced technology t o good use.
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EXT. SALVAGE YARD - DAYS LATER - DAY
Jake and Chance help load the pieces from the Metallikat robots into a pickup truck.
The old man who purchased the parts thanks the boys in a heavy foreign accent. They
are happy to turn this material over to such an esteemed international scientist, not
realizing they are returning the parts to Hackle himself.
JAKE
There you go, Professor Hackle. Hope
you can use this stuff.
HACKLE
Oh my yes. Thank you, lads. This will
advance my research considerably.
CHANCE
Sure, prof. Glad to help.
The pickup drives o.s., and Jake and Chance return to the garage.
EXT. GARAGE DOOR - JAKE AND CHANCE
The garage door is shut, and Chance bends over to grab the handle and lift it open.
Jake stops him before he can complete the action.
JAKE
Chance, wait. I've got a surprise.
ON JAKE - CLOSE
He pulls a remote control unit out of his pocket, pointing it at the garage door.
THE GARAGE DOOR
It opens, but not just that. There is a COMPUTER VOICE, which says cheerfully:
COMPUTER VOICE (VO)
Welcome to Jake and Chance's Garage,
Megakat's City's premiere auto mechanics
JAKE AND CHANCE
They walk into the garage, Chance peering about the place for other surprises.
Jake can't keep the huge grin off his face as he shows Chance the contraption
responsible.
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JAKE
And here it is, my talking garage device.
What do you think?
ON CHANCE

I
frowning

at the device.
COMPUTER VOICE (CONT) (VO)
Our special today is two tune-ups or two
transmission checks for the price of one.
It' s too, too much!
CHANCE
Does it always talk like that?

JAKE
You bet!
EXT. THE GARAGE - LONG SHOT
The computer vo ice pipes up again from inside.
COMPUTER VOICE (VO)
Welcome to Jake and Chance's Gar-A sudden, SHARP NOISE is heard from inside the garage.

JAKE
(MOANS)
Aww, Chance. That wasn't necessary...
FADE TO:
EXT. ROAD TOWARD THE BEACH - PICKUP TRUCK
Hackle drives the dirt road in his pickup.
INT. THE PICKUP - HACKLE DRIVING
Hackle seems to be talking to himself.
HACKLE
You two have been very naughty. I've
been looking for you for two days!
I'm afraid I'll have to make some minor
adjustments in you two before I can
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allow you to be examined by the
academy ...
PAN LEFT AND DOWN, where we see Mace and Molly's heads sitting on the seat next
to the professor. Suddenly, their eyes (Molly has two; Mace only one) SNAP OPEN,
and they immediately resume their bickering.
MOLLY
If you're going to make adjustments,
make him taller!
MACE
And make her shut up!
ON HACKLE
Trying to quiet them .
HACKLE
Shhh, please you two. Must you always
argue?
ON MACE AND MOLLY'S HEADS
Their bickering continues.
MOLLY
Well, he's the one who's always got to
have the last word!
MACE
Am not! Am not!

Are too!

MOLLY
Are too!

EXT. THE PICKUP - DAY
The truck SCREECHESto a halt , and we see the far door open and then close. The
truck drives off then, reveali ng the two robots heads abandoned on the road.
ON THE ROBOT HEADS
Frantically HOPPING, shouting after the pickup, which is speed ing off into the distance.
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MACE
Hey perfesser! You can't leave us here!
MOLLY
Come back! We'll be good!

I
MACE
(to Molly)
Now ya done it! Ya got the perfesser mad
at us!
MOLLY
I done it? You done it!
And as the robot heads hop down the road, Mace and Molly bicker AD LIBS all the
way to
FADE OUT.

END
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